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Variables @property Can someone explain to me why this code gives me an error of "variable not defined"? class

Foo: def __init__(self): self.name = "foo" @property def name(self): return self.name f = Foo() print f.name This is the
error: NameError: name 'f' is not defined A: You need to put the property statement in the same namespace as the

class: class Foo: def __init__(self): self.name = "foo" @property def name(self): return self.name f = Foo() print
f.name A: Your problem is that you're not defining your Foo class. You only have a method. You need to define it:

class Foo: def __init__(self): self.name = "foo" @property def name(self): return self.name Then your code will work.
As @Cascabel said, you also need to make the self parameter available. This is usually done as self, but it's your call.

Update: I added an initializer to the question as you can't change your class once it
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lessons in a post-apocalyptic world Syndicated on The
Huffington Post, Russia Today, Wall Street Journal, and almost
100 other sites Sunday, April 12, 2014 If we don't preserve the
environment now, there will be more massive disasters later...
more landslides, floods, droughts, wildfires. But protecting the
planet is not just a moral imperative, it's also an economically

wise decision. Here's why: The majority of the world's
population lives in cities, and cities are built on flood plains,
generally along rivers. Houses, businesses and farmland are
built on river terraces, the land considered suitable for such
development because it's just barely above the river. If the

waters flow just a little too far, they can scour the soil out of the
terraces and leave behind a wasteland of mud. This might not
be a problem if the terrain were always flat, but flooding has
become common, because the planet has become warmer.

Rising temperatures will bring more rain, but more importantly
will make the planet's vast rivers swell and rush further up their

valleys. If the areas at risk are built on lower ground, the
building's foundations are at risk. That's why a few days ago,

researchers published a study that demonstrated the
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devastating consequences of the 2012 floods in Beijing. More
than a million buildings were at risk. A November 2013 study

by Chinese researchers estimated that the floods cost the
country more than $28 billion and left more than 300 million
people temporarily homeless. Those were just the losses in
China. In March of last year, the same problem struck Sao

Paulo, Brazil. The city was hit by the worst floods in a century,
and most of the casualties, damage and suffering occurred

because of an overloaded sewer system. More than 200 people
died. If we don't preserve the environment now, there will be

more massive disasters later... more landslides, floods,
droughts, wildfires. But protecting the planet is not just a moral
imperative, it's also an economically wise decision. Here's why:

The majority of
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